
KATIE BURGESS: 
A plan to work with 
the Government to get 
things done.

 Creating more secure, sustainable jobs with 
skilled workers

 A freeze on Council Tax with better quality and 
value services

 Tackling and reducing crime for good

 Creating high quality, affordable housing

 Preserving our green 
spaces, culture and 
history

 A post-Covid kick-start 
to business and the local 
economy

 A leader that you can 
trust!

Vote Katie Burgess. 
Vote Conservative.
Prepared by Christopher Matthew Hall (Election Agent) on behalf of Katie Maria Burgess, both of Liverpool 
Conservative Association, 10a Parkfield Road, Aigburth, Liverpool, L17 8UH.

I am so honoured to have been selected to stand to be your City Mayor, to serve 

the people of my home town. In 2008 we told Europe that we were “The World 

in One City” and they agreed. In 2021, Liverpool has much to offer and much to 

be proud of; our beautiful theatres and culture, shopping and retail, our stunning 

waterfront (which just happens to be the best view on earth), world-class sports 

teams, including the reigning Premier League Champions and the potential to 

once again be a world leader in trade with our docks and Freeport. But prosperity 

is not born out of pride but persistence and productivity, creating more secure 

and sustainable jobs with skilled workers, high quality affordable housing, and a 

freeze on Council Tax with better quality and value services for taxpayers. Reducing 

crime, tackling rough sleeping and homelessness and encouraging independence 

through education and employment make for my vision for Liverpool.   

I was born in the centre of the city, in the colloquially known “Oxford Street 

Hospital”, in the shadow of my beloved Cathedral and was raised and still reside, 

just 7 miles from the city centre. A Liverpolitan born and bred, I believe that honest 

work, ambition and action make for prosperity and plenitude. I believe too in this 

city and its future and have invested in it personally, financially and physically, 

through business and development, for the whole 18 years of my working life. From 

my personal and professional experience in our local tourism, hospitality and leisure 

sectors, as well as property, I can confidently strive for a revolution of improvement, 

affluence and success for all.

Liverpool should be a behemoth. The city that the rest of the UK not only looks 

up to but looks at with envy. In the wake of the Covid pandemic, we have an 

opportunity to not only cure our city of its chronic neglect and under achieving, but 

to cleanse it of the political disgrace and kick-start the local economy, encourage 

outside investment, business and industry while preserving our green spaces, 

culture and history. Now is Liverpool’s time to fulfil it’s potential. It’s a city that has 

too long just survived under the rule of the left when it should be thriving. Hard 

work, investment and huge effort is required. Central government can never hear if 

the voices are mere whispers or completely mute. This requires a strong, vociferous 

and tenacious leader, with a loud and clear voice to negotiate with central 

government, champion the cause and make our city thrive. My ambition for you and 

our city knows no limits. I hope that I can count on your vote on 6th May! The best deal for the people. A full 
Covid recovery. A city to be proud of!


